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This was a group project created for Huntington Square in Jonesboro, Arkansas. The goal was to create an entire 
campaign consisting of three print ads, ten social media posts, and other collateral that would be useful to the 
client. My team consisted of Larkin Gardiner, Linh Phan, and myself. We researched, conceptualized, designed, 
and pitched to the actual client in a short turnaround. We pitched against two other teams, and the client chose 
ours in the end. This campaign received an American Advertising Federation of Northeast Arkansas (AAF-NEA) 
Judges Choice Chapter Student ADDY and a Gold Chapter Student ADDY.

Access the full leave-behind here. 

HUNTINGTON SQUARE CAMPAIGN

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xxumczCj_7wehFytqaSIL7WsX6MjKJau/view?usp=sharing
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These printed materials were designed for Legacy Insurance Group, one of The Polish Agency’s clients.  
The goal was to create informational printed materials that Legacy could hand out to potential customers.  
I was given a brief overview of each assignment and retrieved the client’s necessary information from their 
website. I was provided with their brand guidelines and creative freedom in designing these cohesive assets. 

LEGACY INSURANCE GROUP
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I created three various seamless patterns to challenge my illustration skills. I wanted each to be vastly  
different to showcase my range of styles. These patterns can be placed on many materials, such as t-shirts,  
pillows, and fabrics!

SEAMLESS PATTERNS
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This UI/UX design was an assignment for Interaction Design. Our task was to find a problem and solve it with 
an app. Anxiety and stress are a constant in many people’s lives, and yoga and meditation have been proven to 
relieve them. Yoga is one of my passions, so I wanted to create a clean and vibrant app that users could easily 
access to integrate into their daily lives. Along with yoga and meditation, users have access to music and ways to 
help them sleep. Throughout creating the app, I had to conceptualize, research, create wireframes, user test, and 
design and prototype the app using Adobe XD.

Access the prototype here.

LOTUS APP

https://xd.adobe.com/view/b9328dcb-3dfc-4ce8-9b0b-31d55a799376-ec61/
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Brainwave was a class project where each student had a topic under the theme ‘struggles’. My objective was to 
take the subject of self-esteem, research it, take information from various articles, and turn it into a functioning and 
easy-flowing zine. Other classmates created the Brainwave logo, and the pictures used were sourced from Pexels.

Access the full zine here.  

SELF-ESTEEM ZINE

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uotf13LxqPM_nliTzYaprVqj1WR69LuP?usp=sharing
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While working as the junior graphic designer at The Polish Agency, I created numerous digital ads for  
their client Gearhead Outfitters, which provides an array of outdoor gear and clothing. The goal of these ads  
was to showcase the various brands Gearhead offers. Each advertisement was a part of their campaign,  
“Get it at Gearhead.” 

GEARHEAD DIGITAL ADS
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One of our clients, Huntington Square, brought us the idea of hosting an annual nut festival. This festival had 
various events, like a dessert contest, live music, and even a dog costume contest where they dressed up in their 
best squirrel attire. Each of the food vendors had pecan-inspired dishes to add to the nuttiness. As the junior 
graphic designer at The Polish Agency, my role was to create a logo they could continue using for future festivals 
and Instagram square templates the social media team could use. The client wanted the year, as well as their 
phrase, “Will our nuts drop?” in reference to the pecan nuts falling from the tree (which we thought was hilarious). 

NUT FESTIVAL
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The goal of the Breathe Easy app is to inform users of PM2.5 levels in the Jonesboro, Arkansas, area due to 
farmers burning their crops. PM2.5 are tiny particles in the air that can embed in people’s lungs, causing health 
concerns, especially for those susceptible to respiratory problems. While working with my professor and another 
design student in my Advanced Digital Studio class, I developed wireframes for the overall structure of the app, 
applied the design, and finalized the essential prototyping from start to finish using Adobe XD. While updating 
the app on my own, I reached out to my professor and founder of Ford and Camarata Research Group, Joe Ford. 
I am now working as the UI/UX designer alongside him and a team of mobile app developers. We continue to 
update and improve the app as we prepare to launch it. 

Access the working prototype here. 

BREATHE EASY APP

https://xd.adobe.com/view/e12f4126-2b53-496b-9310-effa24af2f72-b47c/
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I created this collection of materials for CASA of Northeast Arkansas, whose mission is to advocate for abused and 
neglected children in the foster care system. As the junior graphic designer at The Polish Agency, I was tasked 
with various assignments for NEA CASA, the largest one being their 2021 impact report. I was given the necessary 
information, pictures, and brand guidelines and had creative reign over each assignment. The content creators on 
my team also charged me with designing social media squares with the graphics I created from the report. The 
impact report and social media squares received a Silver Chapter Student ADDY. 

Access the full 2021 impact report here. 

NORTHEAST ARKANSAS CASA

https://www.neacasa.org/files/documents/2021%20CASA%20Impact%20Report.pdf
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I created Verve Nerve as concept work because I recently found a love for coffee. This newly acquired taste led 
me to want to design concept work for coffee packaging. Verve Nerve is a fun, vibrant coffee brand that targets 
the 20-30-year-old age group with disposable income. The definition of verve is “vigor and spirit or enthusiasm”, 
so Verve Nerve literally means “enthusiastic or energetic nerve”. I wanted to portray that with the dynamic, hyper-
doodles on the packaging. I researched various coffee brands to accurately design and label the packaging. 

VERVE NERVE COFFEE
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